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SWISS MILITARY TRAINS OF 1919 – 1920

DERRICK SLATE

At the end of the First World War transport and distribution of goods in central and eastern Europe
were chaotic. Most areas had acute shortages of some essential commodities and large quantities of
other goods. The Railways were almost powerless to keep the necessary transport moving, as wellarmed gangs of bandits were holding up goods trains and leaving them rifled and badly damaged,
particularly near the new frontiers of countries which had not yet developed the authority or power to
cope with the problem. Switzerland was hard hit by this situation as it was faced with two tasks – to
restore its international trade that had been devastated and to repatriate its citizens who had been
isolated in other countries and were still unable to return.
The solution was found by providing armed Swiss Army escorts for trains from Switzerland to Austria,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Yugoslavia and Romania and back. During this period (1919/1920)
about 30 trains left Switzerland. At first, these trains carried food, medical supplies and other relief
goods. A typical train was made up of two officers and 30 non-commissioned officers. The Swiss
forces, having been neutral, were accepted in all the countries in which they travelled, being welltrained and well-armed including anti-aircraft weapons depressed to deal with ground targets. Only
one Swiss Train was attached, but the Swiss Guards soon chased them away !
Stamps were only issued for Train Number 5 to Poland (Warsaw) and Numbers 10 and 12 to
Romania (Bucharest). Two examples are shown below :

5. Polenzug WARSZAWA Juli 1919 (left above)
Captain Frederick Bieri of the 26th Bernese Fusilier Batallion (who during the First World War had the
idea of producing Soldier Stamps for the Swiss Army) was the Commander. The train left on the 22nd
July 1919 with 5 coaches and 46 goods trucks. The train arrived in Warsaw on the 29th July before it
departed a fortnight later. The journey to Warsaw took 128 hours and 142½ hours back. Captain Bieri
arranged for a stamp to be printed by typography. A white cross had been ordered, but by mistake
the printer had printed a red cross. About 1,000 were printed and given to the guards as souvenirs,
free of charge.
12. Rumanenzug Nov. 1919 – Febr. 1920 Bukarest (right above)
These stamps were Lithographed at Bucharest by Carol Gobh-Rasidescu. This train stayed so long at
Bucharest that we don't actually know when it returned.
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THE DESIGNS OF KARL BICKEL

August 2012
M.J.M.WATSON

I was very impressed by the quality of the enlarged colour images of the Bickel sketches which lead
up to the 1936 Landschaften STD (December 2011 edition of the Newsletter pp. 93 and 95). I am
lucky enough to possess a selection of work-ups and essays for various finished stamps by Bickel,
some of which were actually used and some never made it – see below and on Page 63 Figs.1 – 6. I
hope that fellow members will enjoy seeing them. Bickel rarely put anything in the background of his
portraits, except J77, J85, J101 and the essays in Figs.1 and 2. Fig. 4 displays fine alignment lines.
Some of the differences between the essays and the issued stamp are quite small. For example, see
if you can identify the differences in the hair and beard of Ludwig Forrer in Fig. 5 compared with the
issued stamp.
The essays of the 'Landscape and Technology' stamps shown below are interesting. The one on the
left is a sort of hybrid. There are three lines above the rock, as in Z301, but the shading over the
numerals '20' is closer to Z301A or 301AR. The essay on the right displays a different value to the
issued stamp. Did a change in postal rates make this value superfluous to requirements ?
I also have an engraved portrait of Karl Bickel himself, done by his son, which appeared in a PTT
product distributed in 1984 to mark the NABA ZÜRI stamp exhibition - see left above. Last, but not
least, there is a copy of a limited-distribution PTT presentation booklet of 1946 which contains
another superb engraving of Pestalozzi by Bickel – see right above. As far as I am aware it only
appeared in this booklet – or at least I have never seen it anywhere else. I hope my fellow members
will enjoy seeing them.
(The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for allowing it to publish the illustrations of the P.T.T. products.)
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SWISS POSTAL COACH SERVICES PART FOUR

August 2012
DAVID HOPE

The outbreak of the Second World War in 1939 had a dramatic effect on the Postal Coach Service. The
PTT was required to supply 18 columns of transport. As a result the network was reduced. By 1942 all
Alpine routes were suspended and from March 1944 no buses were to run on Sundays.
By 1946 the situation was returning to normal with new routes opened such as Sarnen – Oberwilen. The
opening of the Susten Pass saw the introduction of the three- and four-pass round trips which remain
favourites to the present day.
In 1949 postal coaches appeared for the first time on stamps, including the 35c. definitive. These were
followed in 1953 with two stamps showing the modern type of postal coach which was then being
introduced (see below).

The 50th Anniversary in 1956 saw the use of slogan cancellations in German, French and Italian (see
below). The one below (left) was used in Lugano 1st to 31st July 1956. Also in that year ticket machines
were installed in 150 coaches. From 1957 the postal coaches were used for school transport which
continues through to the present day (see stamp centre below).

Anniversary slogan

A modern school bus

Slogan in use 1961-1967

With the increasing car ownership from the 1950s onwards the PTT began to publicise the postal coach
service through slogan cancellations, postal stationery cards and adverts on booklets of postcards. As a
result of this and other publicity methods the postal coach service continued to expand.

Postcard issued in 1973
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In 1960 the total distance travelled by postal
coaches was 21.5 million kilometers and by 1981
(the 75th Anniversary of the Service) the figure
was approaching 50 million kilometers. In 2003
more than 100m. passengers were carried for the
first time. By 2010 total distance travelled had
reached 103.6m kilometers and in 2011 104.3m
kilometers. In 2011 the number of routes totalled
812 with 124.3m passengers carried over a
network of 11,102 kms. by 2145 vehicles. These
figures show that the postal coaches continue to
be a vital part of public transport in Switzerland.
In 2004 Swiss Post founded PostBus Switzerland
Ltd. which commenced operations on 1st July
2006. Not only does it run services in Switzerland
Postcard booklet issued 1986
but since 2001 it has run the bus service in
Liechtenstein and since 2004 it has successfully tendered to run the bus services in several French
towns and adjacent areas.
Having celebrated their Centenary in 2006 the yellow postal coaches look well set for the next 100 years.
References for Parts 1 – 4 : 'A Century of Swiss Alpine Postal Coaches' (PTT 1932); 'Funfzig Jahre
Autopost 1906 -1956' (PTT 1956); '75 Jahre Autopost 1906-1981'. (These are all in the Society Library).
'Jaune Couleur Voyage - 100 ans de Car Postal' (2006).
GOOD TO KNOW !

WERNER GATTIKER

The Adhesive (Gum) during the Period 1908-1940
Stamps in the designs of Helvetia bust, Helvetia with Sword, William Tell bust and Tell’s Boy spanned a
32 year period which included the First World War and the 1930s Depression, when raw materials were
not always readily available. The gum on stamps of that period is, therefore, not uniform but can vary
from mat to glossy, from smooth to crackly and from toned to white, quite apart from the deliberate
change from “ordinary” to “grilled” gum in the 1930s. Collectors of mint stamps should bear this in mind
and make allowances. At various periods the gum on these stamps shows a peculiar diagonal crackling
and this can occur on both “ordinary” and “grilled” papers. It can make the detection of grilled gum tricky,
and you should beware of mistaking this gum-crackling (usually in diagonal lines) with grilled gum where
the pin indentations are arranged in horizontal and vertical lines. But as mentioned, the crackled gum
can coincide with grilling of the gum! A good magnifying glass (x8 or x10) will help to pick out the
presence or absence of grilling on crackled gum stamps.
A NEW MEMBER - We welcome Mr. William Brackenborough. We hope that you enjoy all the benefits
that the Society has to offer and look forward to seeing you at one of our meetings.
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REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN GROUP MEETING IN FEBRUARY 2012

August 2012
CLAUDE MISTELY

Pre-stamp and Non-Standard Mail - This unusual topic produced several interesting displays.
Bob Medland showed a large selection of official mail. The range of items started in the period before the
introduction of postage stamps. Up to 1850 a few individual cantons had produced stamps in their own
currencies. With the introduction of a unified federal post, central regulation became possible. However,
a number of organisations became entitled to free mail. Amongst the examples that Bob showed were
some federal bureaux, medical, military and religious bodies. In 1911, the first set of stamps for use by
charitable and other designated institutions were produced. More official stamps were issued for the
Industrial War Economy in 1918 then, in 1935 the first specific official stamps, the “Perforated Cross”
issues followed by the overprinted stamps three years later. Several interesting covers franked with
these stamps were shown including some with the perforated and overprinted stamps on the same
piece. These are scarce combinations! Bob also had some mandate forms franked with official stamps:
this is again very unusual. He concluded with a number of items that had high value frankings with
official stamps – again not easy to find.
Martin Martell showed a selection of out of the ordinary franked items including some high value
despatches to unusual destinations amongst which was an air mail posting to Uruguay.
Vice-Chairman Eric Lienhard produced a varied assortment. There were examples of revenue
documents despatched with postal frankings and of internal official mail for Canton Bern which had
cantonal revenue stamps affixed to cover postage inside the canton. Eric also showed portofrei cards,
some Franco labels including a strip of 3 with the date tab 26.x.37, a few imprinted PTT cards and early
pre-printed cards from the Luzernerhof and Schweizerhof Hotels in Lucerne.
Alison Kirkpatrick showed various frankings on Pro Juventute stamps on cover (including a Mobile Post
Office mark) and a Pro Juventute card with a postmarked 1912 German forerunner. She also displayed
some later issues on entires addressed to Great Britain, Germany, the Netherlands and the USA as well
as a few Nachnahme covers.
Neville Nelder displayed a number of different items including a June 1817 pre-stamp cover and a 1938
envelope posted on a Sunday in Dubendorf on which a special Sunday fee of 20c had been levied. He
also showed two 1942 BIE covers with Girard and Pestalozzi stamps and the 1945 War Fund stamps on
cover. Don Symonds produced a veritable pot-pourri of 19th Century Pre-stamp Mail with items from
French and German speaking areas of Switzerland in the period from 1824 to 1868.
The vote of thanks by Claude Mistely praised the interesting and unusual approaches on a difficult
subject that had been taken by all the presenters.
THE SOCIETY'S WEBSITE

FRED HOADLEY

I have made some significant changes to our website :
The menu now displays a “Swiss Philatelic Information” button (replacing the previous one entitled
“Finding Information”).
Included in this renamed section is a pdf document on Swiss Postal Rates (1862-2010), which I’m
sure many members will find of great value. The article has been compiled by Fritz Graf, who I
believe resides in Canada. The Society is grateful to Fritz for kindly offering his document for
reproduction on our website.
HAS ANYONE SEEN JEAN-JACQUES ?
Those of you who have crossed the Channel this year may have noticed that the 300th Anniversay of the
birth of the Geneva-born philosopher and educationalist Jean-Jacques Rousseau is being elaborately
celebrated – particularly in France and Switzerland. This fine gentleman appeared on a Pro Patria stamp
(Zum.B108) in 1962, but so far there is no sign of Swiss Post commemorating the event with a new
issue.
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RICHARD DONITHORN

Whilst looking through your Swiss stamp collection do you ever think - I've seen this face or subject
before! Well, you'll probably be right. The national symbolic figure of 'Helvetia' appears in several
different forms on their definitives. Johann Pestalozzi and Henri Dunant hold the current record, each
appearing on four stamps (BIE I – IV, Z275/BIE 22, Pro Juventute J43 and J44) and (Pro Juventute
J48, Service Stamp 16, Z618 and a commemorative in 2010) respectively – see above. Perhaps
surprisingly, Switzerland's great national hero, William Tell, has only appeared on three designs (Z126
etc. Z244 and an imprinted stamp on a 2000 'Tourism in Switzerland' card) – if you don't count the
stamp showing an actor playing his part in the 'Tell' Play in Altdorf issued on 2nd May 2012.
Others to have appeared on three different designs are Nikolaus von Flüe (Z217, J52 and J82) and
General Guisan who has appeared on only one postage stamp (Z472) but at least two Soldier
Stamps.
Several of the aforementioned turn up again on Bundesfeier cards - Small portraits of Bruder Klaus
(Nikolaus von Flüe) in 1916 and Henri Dunant in 1917 on the address side and larger portraits on the
picture side of William Tell (in 1910 with Winkelried and in 1960), Johann Pestalozzi (x4 in 1914) and
also Gottfried Keller (x2 in 1919) who also appears on Pro Juventute stamp J93.
Werner Stauffaucher of Schwyz, Arnold von der Halden of Unterwalden and Walter Fürst of Uri are
supposed to have taken the Rütli Oath in 1291, but which of them is the 'man in the middle' who
appears to be on two stamps (Z216 and Z243) and Bundesfeier cards in 1915 and 1932 ? And a final
query - there seem to be legitimate reasons for most 'reappearances', but why were Albrecht von
Haller (in 1934 (J72) and 1958 (J173)) and Jeremias Gotthelf (in 1930 (J56) and 1954 (J153)) singled
out to appear twice in the Pro Juventute Portraits series ?
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FUTURE REGIONAL MEETINGS
The Northern Group completed its season on 31st March with the AGM followed by the Open
Competition. At the AGM Philip Vaughan was elected chairman for 2012 – 2013. The Open Competition
attracted six entries judged by members. Winner of the Highsted Cup was Ian Gilchrist with 'The
Consular Service of Switzerland', while the Moore Bowl went to Dennis Cairns for 'Imperial Airways - the
Swiss Connection'.
The programme for the 2012-2013 season is as follows:
2012
September 15th
October 6th
November 17th
December 1st
2013
January 5th
February 2nd
March 2nd
April 6th

New Acquisitions/ Members' Choice
Definitives 1960-68
The Jungfrau Railway
Philately of the Jura Bernois

All Members
David Whitworth
Tony Hoyle
Neville Nelder

Swiss Mail to Britain
Official Mail
Chairman's Presentation
AGM and Open Competition

All Members
Bob Medland
Philip Vaughan
All Members

All meetings will take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.p.m.
Further details from David Hope Tel. 0161 303 0091
The Southern Group – The next meeting will be held on Saturday 6th October commencing at 10.30.am,
at the Cricket Field House Hotel, Salisbury. This is a change from the original date of 20th October due to
a 'slight admin. problem'. The subject will be 'Airmails' (All Members) - or, if you wish to bend the rules a
little bit, anything that flies or has flown !
The dates for the meetings in 2013 have now been confirmed as : February 23rd, June 8th and October
5th. Ideas for a subject for each of these meetings and volunteer speakers would be much appreciated.
Please give this some serious thought as I would like our meetings to remain as enjoyable and
rewarding as those that have gone before, and this can only be achieved with your help and support.
A SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY

PETER VONWILLER

Our member in Oban, Kit Jarman, was ordained Priest in the Anglican Church in Gloucester Cathedral on 25th
June 1972. Exactly forty years to the day Kit celebrated the Eucharist in the Cathedral on Monday 25th June and
our Honorary Secretary and Treasurer, with their wives, were privileged to represent the Society on this auspicious
occasion.
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